In this paper we propose a typed, purely functional calculus for state (with second-class locations) in which types reflect the dichotomy between reading from and writing into the global store. This is in contrast to the usual formulation of state via monads, where the primitives for reading and writing introduce the same monadic type constructor. We hope to argue that making this distinction is useful, simple, and has strong logical foundations.
Introduction
Dynamic binding in functional programming languages is a concept by which the value of a certain variable is not fixed statically at the time the variable is introduced, but is determined dynamically from the current scope, each time the variable is used.
This characterization makes dynamically bound variables very similar to memory locations in an appropriate definition of store. Just like dynamic variables, the store locations can be changed arbitrary number of times, and each dereferencing of a location will return the most recent value.
There is, however, a difference between the two. When a store location is changed, that change is supposed to have global scope; it "holds" until the end of the program, or at least until something else is written into the location. When a dynamic variable is changed, that change has only local scope. Once this scope is exited, the old value of the dynamic variable is restored. In this sense, a location in the global store can be described as a dynamically bound variable which is updated by assignments whose scope can never be exited. Conversely, a dynamic variable is a memory location which is updated in a non-destructive way.
Following this intuition, we present in this paper a typed calculus capable of encoding both dynamic binding and global store at the same time. It is based on the modal λ-calculus for a variant of the intuitionistic S4 modal logic [23] , which we extend with the concept of names. Names are labels that can be dynamically introduced into the computation and we will use them as a theoretic abstraction of memory locations. In this paper, names are explicitly second-class; they cannot be passed as function arguments, so all the memory operations must be over explicitly given locations.
As we have already observed in another paper [21] , the operator £ of modal necessity, in combination with names, can be used to model effects that have local scope and can be handled. When this system is instantiated to treat names as memory locations, name dereference becomes an effect which is handled by corresponding name initializations. For example, similar to indexed monads in can be evaluated only in an environment in which all the names from C have been initialized by some explicit substitution. Because explicit substitutions have a delimited scope, they can only represent non-destructive update. Consequently, the obtained system models dynamic binding. This fragment is very similar to our meta-programming calculus from [20] , with several important differences concerning names and explicit substitutions that make the distinction between meta-programming and dynamic binding; we comment on these in Sections 2 and 3.
As already remarked, global store can be obtained from dynamic binding if the assignments to dynamic variables are single-threaded, and their scope is extended to the end of the program. A natural way to achieve this in a modal calculus is to tie the explicit substitutions to the type of modal possibility (which is a monad). Thus, dually to £ C A, this will provide us with a type ✸ C A classifying suspended computations that write into the memory locations represented by the names in C.
The obtained nominal modal calculus will therefore be capable of encoding the following important features related to state: (1) dynamic allocation of uninitialized locations which is modeled by the constructors for introduction of names; (2) non-destructive update which is modeled by the necessitation fragment of the calculus; (3) destructive update which is modeled by the possibility fragment of the calculus; (4) typing guarantees that non-initialized cells will not be dereferenced.
We believe that this makes our system an interesting contribution to the theory of monadic calculi for state, as to the best of our knowledge, most monadic calculi for state usually only model destructive update and allocation of initialized locations, and have not been used to represent non-destructive update or allocation of uninitialized memory [17, 18, 29, 30, 31, 11, 14] .
Nominal necessity and dynamic binding
In this section, we briefly outline our calculus for dynamic binding. It is a specific instantiation of the more general effect calculus from [21] .
The system is based on the proof-term calculus for the necessitation fragment of a variant of modal logic S4 [23] . The idea is to separate the notion of ordinary variables (which we also refer to as expression variables) which are statically bound by λ-abstraction, from the notion of dynamic variables whose values depend on the context in which they are used. As we outlined in the introduction, we represent dynamic variables via names. Names are labels which can be dynamically introduced into the computation via a separate binding mechanism. Upon the introduction, names are not initialized, and the type system will track the propagation of names in order to ensure that only initialized names are ever dereferenced.
For that purpose, the type system will feature a family £ C of modal necessity types, index by a set of names C. A useful operational intuition about the terms of type £ C A, is to see them as suspended computations of type A which may dereference the dynamic variables listed in the set C. On the other hand, a non-modal type A is populated with computations which are executable. Values are assigned to dynamic variables by means of explicit substitutions.
A suspended computation of type £ C A can be forced and executed only in an environment in which all the dynamic variables in C are defined. It is exactly because the explicit substitutions have delimited scope, that our calculus in fact implements non-destructive update of memory locations, i.e., dynamic binding. In Section 4, we will extend the calculus with a mechanism to globalize the scope of explicit substitutions and obtain a calculus for state with destructive update.
The described indexing of the modal operator with names is similar to the one found in the monadic language from [31] , where labels are used to identify the effects that may occur under a monad. In our setup, however, we will also allow dynamic introduction of fresh names into the computation (which corresponds to allocation of new dynamic variables), and establish a typing discipline for it.
We start by explaining the syntax and various syntactic conventions. While the context ∆ declares ordinary expression variables, which can be bound to expressions of arbitrary support, the context Σ declares the names (i.e., dynamic variables), and their types. For simplicity purposes, names in Σ have only types, but not supports, associated with them. Because the types of the calculus depend on names, we impose conditions on well-formedness of contexts: the context Σ is well-formed if every type in Σ uses only names declared to the left of it; the variable context ∆ is well-formed with respect to Σ, if all the names that appear in the types of ∆ are declared in Σ.
The term constructors box and let box are the introduction and elimination forms for the £ modality. Operationally, the term constructor box suspends the evaluation of its argument expression e, and wraps it into a thunk box e which can then be further manipulated by the rest of the program. The elimination form let box u = e 1 in e 2 takes the suspended expression boxed by e 1 and binds it to the expression variable u to be used in e 2 .
Example 1
The function sum presented below takes an integer argument n and creates a suspension for computing the sum 1 + ··· + n.
fun sum (n : int) : £int = if n = 1 then box 1 else let box u = sum (n -1) in box (u + n) end -s5 = sum 5; val s5 = box (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5) : £int
The expression variable u may be used in e 2 in both suspended positions (i.e., under a box), and in executable positions. For example, if we would like to force the evaluation of the suspended computation s5 from the above example, we can do it with in the following way.
let val u = s5 in u; -val it = 15 : int A dynamic variable X is dereferenced by simply using its name as part of some term. Assignment to a dynamic variable is done by an explicit substitution. We use the term constructor Θ e to apply an explicit substitution Θ over an expression e. This is one of the important distinctions of the calculus for dynamic binding from our meta-programming calculus in [20] . For the purposes of metaprogramming we syntactically tied explicit substitutions to expression variables, rather than to arbitrary expressions. This enabled us to substitute open terms for names within boxed expressions. Such a behavior is not required of a calculus for dynamic binding -here we substitute names at the time they are dereferenced (i.e., the surrounding term is unboxed), and we substitute them only with expressions which are closed at run-time.
Explicit substitutions are syntactically defined as lists of assignments of expressions to names. Furthermore, they are simultaneous; there is no ordering between the assignments. Also, no name is assigned twice in the same substitution. In other words, an explicit substitution is a function from the set of names to the set of terms
We treat the substitutions in our calculus as providing assignments for all the names; some names are assigned specific terms, and some names are simply unchanged by the substitution. For example, the empty substitution maps every name to itself. Given a substitution Θ, its domain dom(Θ) is the set of names that the substitution does not fix. In other words
Range of a substitution Θ is the image of dom(Θ) under Θ:
Here we only consider substitutions with finite domains. A substitution Θ with a finite domain has a finitary syntactical representation as a set of ordered pairs X → e, relating a name X from dom(Θ), with its substituting expression e. The opposite also holds -any finite and functional set of ordered pairs of names and expressions determines a unique substitution. We will frequently equate a substitution and the set that represents it, when it does not result in ambiguities. Just as customary, we denote by fv(Θ) the set of free variables in the terms from range(Θ).
Names are introduced into the computation by means of constructors νX:A. e and choose e, which are the introduction and elimination forms for the type constructor A B. The pattern of use of X in e is restricted in such a way that upon the evaluation, the value of e will not contain any significant references to X; all the appearances of X will either be substituted away, or otherwise appear in some dead-code part of e. This way, X is forced to be local; it is prevented from escaping the scope of its introducing ν, and making an observable effect.
The usual variable conventions on binding, α-renaming and capture-avoiding substitution, apply here for both ordinary and dynamic variables. The binding forms in the language are λx:A. e, let box u = e 1 in e 2 and νX:A. e. Given a term e, we denote by fv(e) the set of free variables of e. The set of names appearing in the type A is denoted by fn(A).
Example 2
The following code segment illustrates the interaction between the several binding mechanisms of our language. First, we introduce new dynamic variables X and Y of integer type, by means of choose and ν. Then we build the polynomial X 2 +Y 2 over these dynamic variables, and bind it, via let box to an expression variable u. Then we use u to create a function f which takes another expression variable z and returns a suspended code for computing X 2 + Y 2 + z. Notice that f is bound using a let val form, which has the usual operational behavior, and will be formally introduced shortly. The function f is an ordinary λ-abstraction, and we apply it to 1 to obtain the polynomial v = X 2 +Y 2 + 1. Finally, the program instantiates X and Y to 1 and 2, respectively, before evaluating the polynomial X 2 +Y 2 + 1 + 2XY at the point (X = 1,Y = 2).
-choose νX:int.
choose νY:int.
The type system of the calculus for dynamic binding consists of two judgments: one for typing ordinary expressions, and another for typing explicit substitutions. The expression judgment has the form:
Given an expression e, the judgment checks whether e has type A, and whether the names that are dereferenced in unsuspended positions in e are accounted for in the support C. The judgment for explicit substitutions has the form:
The substitution Θ will be given a type
if it provides definitions for names in C, and those definitions are themselves
Name dereference and explicit substitution terms with support D. Therefore, one and the same substitution can be given many different types, depending on the supports C and D at which it is considered. For example, the substitution Θ = (X → 1,Y → 2) can be given (among others) the typings: Figure 1 , and we explain them next.
One of the important characteristic of the type system is the support weakening principle; that is
Support of the expression e determines which names should be instantiated by means of an explicit substitution before e can be executed. The support weakening principle simply states that instantiating more names than e actually requires, will not influence the typing (and therefore, the evaluation) of e; e could still be safely executed. We make the support weakening principle admissible by explicitly instrumenting the typing rule for hypothesis; a variable can be typed with a support which is larger from the one that the variable is declared with. Furthermore, we allow the values of the calculus, which are the λ-and ν-abstractions, and boxed expressions, to be typed with arbitrary supports. The evaluation of values is already finished, so it does not depend on any particular set of names being initialized; therefore, we can initialize any set we want.
λ-calculus fragment. The most important characteristic of the rule for λ-abstraction is that the body e is required to be pure; that is, e has to match the empty support. Thus, all the dynamic variables that e may dereference must be so dereferenced under a box (and correspondingly accounted for in the type of e). This is very similar with the monadic calculi, which require that their functions be pure, and the effects must appear guarded by a monad. This is also one of the points in which the calculus for dynamic binding differs from our meta-programming language from [20] . In [20] we do not insist that λ-abstractions be pure; impurity is handled by explicit substitutions, and explicit substitutions can descend under λ-binders.
However, in such a setup, names would be instantiated before they are actually dereferenced -it is not how dynamic variables or state locations should behave.
A further observation about this rule is that λ-terms are values, so we can weaken their support arbitrarily, as explained before. Concerning the rule for function application, it simply checks both the function and the application argument against the same support.
Modal fragment. To type a suspended code box e, we must check if e is well-typed and matching the support that is supplied as an index to the £ constructor. Boxed expressions are values, so their support can be arbitrarily weakened to any well-formed support set C, just like in the case of λ-abstractions. The let box construct is supposed to first evaluate the branch e 1 to a boxed expression, and then bind the obtained expression to u before proceeding with e 2 . Therefore, let box rule requires that both the branch e 1 and the body e 2 be ran in the environment defining the same set of names C.
Names fragment. The rule for νX:A. e must check e for welltypedness in a context Σ extended with the new dynamic variable X:A. Similar to the λ rule, we require that e has empty support. The ν constructor, however, further requires that X does not appear in the type B. This ensures that X is used only locally in e; the process of evaluation can never make X escape the scope of its introducing ν in any observable way. Practically, this typing discipline translates into a requirement that all the uses of X in e are either substituted by an explicit substitution, or appear in some dead code part of e.
While ν-abstraction only declares a name X that can be used in e and enforces the described typing discipline, it does not actually allocate X. As we already pointed out, the allocation is the duty of the term constructor choose, which is the elimination form for A B. Operationally, choose allocates a fresh name, and substitutes it for the bound name in the ν-abstraction. Since this fresh name is irrelevant for the typing purposes, we don't place it into the context Σ in the conclusion or the typing rule for choose, but it will appear in the definition of the operational semantics.
Explicit substitutions The identity explicit substitution does not provide definitions for any names, or rather, as discussed before, each name is simply substituted by itself (in this sense, the substitutions and X → X are really the same). Therefore, obviously, if an identity substitution is applied to an expression of support C it will produce an expression of support C. To preserve the support weakening principle, we allow the target support of the identity substitution to be weakened to an arbitrary D ⊇ C. Composite substitutions are typechecked by recursively typechecking all of their assignments.
Last in this fragment are the rules for name dereferencing and substitution application. The rule for name dereferencing allows X to be used only if it is present in the support set C. Substitutions initialize the names in the expression over which they are applied, and so the rule for substitution application requires that the domain support C of the substitution Θ matches the support of the argument expression e.
Example 3
We can introduce let val x = e 1 in e 2 as a syntactic sugar for let box u = (λx. box e 2 ) e 1 in u. The boxing of e 2 is required in order to ensure that the purity of the λ-abstraction (as discussed before). The corresponding typing rule is
Similarly, we introduce the term constructor let name X:A in e as an abbreviation for let box u = choose (νX:A. box e) in u, with the derived typing rule
Example 4 Assume that C 1 , C 2 and D are arbitrary support sets. Then the following terms are well-typed of empty support.
The function f 1 simply eta-expands its argument. It shows that support weakening in boxed types is derivable. The function f 2 illustrates that we can "unbox" and evaluate suspended expressions which do not read from dynamic variables; notice that the argument type of f 2 has empty index support. The function f 3 shows that it is possible to coerce values into suspended computation, by simply boxing them. Because values are name-free, their support can be weakened to an arbitrary support set D. The other two functions generalize the characteristic axioms of S4 modal necessity without names [7, 23] .
Operational semantics for dynamic binding
The operational semantics of the calculus for dynamic binding is defined through the judgment
In this judgment, Σ and Σ are run-time contexts of currently allocated, but not necessarily initialized names. The judgment relates the expression e with its one-step reduct e , and is defined on expressions which do not contain free expression variables. Expression e can contain names (i.e., dynamic variables), but it must have empty support. In other words, we only consider for evaluation those expressions which do not dereference uninitialized names; their names are either initialized by some explicit substitution, or otherwise appear in suspended or dead-code subterms. The reduction can allocate new names, and that is why we must keep track in the judgment of the run-time contexts of allocated names.
The judgment implements call-by-value operational semantics for the calculus in the style of Wright and Felleisen [34] . The idea is to decompose each expression e uniquely as e = E[r] where E is an evaluation context and r is a redex. To define a small-step operational semantics, it is enough to define primitive reduction relation for redexes (which we denote by −→), and let the evaluation of expressions (which we denote by −→) always first reduce the redex identified by the unique decomposition.
The definition of the judgment relies on the notion of values, redexes and evaluation contexts below.
Notice that the definition of evaluation contexts proscribes a leftto-right evaluation strategy for function applications and for the assignment clauses in explicit substitutions. The primitive reduction and the evaluation relation for the call-by-value version of our calculus are defined below.
where Y ∈ dom(Σ) Σ, σ e −→ Σ, {σ}e
The operational semantics of the fragment corresponding to the modal λ-calculus is fairly standard: function application and let box reduce by performing a capture-avoiding substitution. The more interesting are the reductions concerning name introduction and explicit substitutions.
For example, the operational semantics for choose (νX:A. e) prescribes that the run-time name context Σ be extended with a fresh name before proceeding with the evaluation of e. As we pointed out before, this provides our calculus with a formal way to model memory allocation.
Further observe that the operational semantics does not allow evaluations under an explicit substitution, and thus uninitialized names will never be encountered during the evaluation. Rather, the substitution application σ e is reduced by employing the meta-operation {σ}e to carry out the substitution σ over e, before the evaluation of e can proceed. We next define the meta-operation {σ}e.
DEFINITION 1 (SUBSTITUTION APPLICATION)
. Given a substitution Θ and a term e, the operation {Θ}e of applying Θ to e is defined recursively on the structure of e as given below. Substitution application is capture-avoiding.
= box e {Θ} (let box u = e 1 in e 2 ) = let box u = {Θ}e 1 in {Θ}e 2 u ∈ fv(Θ) {Θ} (νX:A. e) = νX:A. e {Θ} (choose e) = choose {Θ}e
The most important aspect of the above definition is that substitution application does not descend under box. Names appearing in a suspended code need not be initialized because suspended code is not evaluated, and hence its names are not dereferenced. However, when a suspension is actually unboxed and executed, this has to be done in a scope of a substitution that initializes the relevant names, as illustrated in Example 2. On the other hand, the other value forms are not of particular interest in this definition, because values are name-free, so substitution application does not descend into λ-and ν-abstractions. As we already commented before, this is in sharp distinction from the meta-programming calculus in [20] , but it is the characteristics of dynamic binding, and it will allow us to extend the calculus to model state in Section 4. Further, notice that substitution application over a variable u is explicitly remembered, resulting in a term Θ u. When the variable u is substituted by a certain expression, the names appearing in this expression will be initialized by Θ.
The operation of substitution application depends upon the operation of substitution composition Θ 1 • Θ 2 , which we define next.
DEFINITION 2 (COMPOSITION OF SUBSTITUTIONS).
Given two substitutions Θ 1 and Θ 2 with finite domains, their composition Θ 1 • Θ 2 is the substitution defined as
This operation is obviously well-founded as both the substitutions have finite domains, and substitution application of Θ 1 to the terms from the range of Θ 2 proceeds recursively on terms of decreasing size. Note that in this code segment it is not necessary that the substitution <X -> 0> immediately follows the introduction of the name X. Indeed, we could have moved this substitution further down. It is only important that some substitution is active when the variable u is used in unsuspended positions. The variable u is bound to the suspended expression (X + 1), so X must be initialized before u is used. In this particular example, the first unsuspended reference to u (and therefore to X as well) is in the scope of a substitution <X -> 0> and the second one is in the scope of <X -> 1>.
Nominal possibility and state
In the previous sections, we have demonstrated how the modal operator of necessity can be used to obtain a calculus for dynamic binding. We represented dynamic variables by names, and considered a reference to a name to be an effect, while substituting a name is the handler. This way, the calculus keeps track of names which are used, and prevents references to uninitialized names. In this section we build on this calculus to obtain a modal calculus for state. We would like to treat names as locations; dereferencing a name would correspond to a read, and substituting a name would correspond to an update. But, as the following program formulated in the type system from Section 2 illustrates, explicit substitutions cannot perform the update destructively. Indeed, the subterm <X -> 1>u cannot possibly destructively update X to 1 before evaluating u, simply because the old value of X (in this case 0), has to be preserved for the evaluation of the second element of the pair, u + 1. Explicit substitutions alone are too weak.
A solution is to single-thread the explicit substitutions, so that once a substitution is attempted, its scope extends to the rest of the program; it is never required to revert back to some previous substitution. Thus, there would always be exactly one substitution "active" at every single moment, and it would play the role of global store.
Single-threading and scope extension are exactly the duties of monads, and in modal logic we have the monad ✸ of modal possibility. Thus, if we want to use explicit substitutions to model destructive state update, we need to tie explicit substitutions to ✸. Intuitively then, we should obtain a whole family ✸ C of possibility operators indexed by support sets, where the type ✸ C A classifies an explicit substitution for C paired up with a computation of type A -in other words, a closure. More concretely, ✸ C types programs of type A which first write into locations C and then compute a value of type A in the changed context. This would pleasantly contrast the type £ C A that we already used in Section 2 to type programs which read from locations C before computing a value of type A.
We introduce the nominal possibility into the language by defining the following syntactic categories on top of the syntax of the calculus of dynamic binding from Section 2. As expected, the grammar of types is extended with the family ✸ C A, whose term constructor is dia f , encapsulating a closure f . Closures are a new syntactic category intended to describe computations which change the global store. The basic closure constructor is the form [Θ, e] which ties a substitution Θ and a term e together; this is a computation which first writes into the locations determined by Θ before evaluating e in the new store. When Θ is the identity substitution, we will only write
Closures are deconstructed by the form let dia x = e in f . It takes a term e which encapsulates a closure, thus carrying a substitution and a term. Intuitively, the term is then bound to x and the substitution carried out, before the evaluation of f is undertaken. The closure form let box u = e in f takes a suspended expression encapsulated in the term e and binds it to u to be used in the closure f .
Example 6
Assuming that X and Y are integer names and that no other names are defined in the global store, the expression The type system of the calculus for nominal possibility consists of two mutually recursive judgments: one for typing expressions, and another one for typing closures. The expression judgment extends the system from Section 2, and has the form Σ; ∆ e : A [C] establishing that e may possibly read from locations listed in the support set C. The closure judgment has the form
This judgment establishes that the closure f consists of a substitution of type
, and a term of type A. The term may dereference the names from the support D, because they are initialized by the substitution. We present the type system in Figure 2 , and comment on the rules below.
The closure introduction rule simply makes explicit the intuition about closures: the names used in the closure body are initialized by the closure substitution; the substitution closes the body up. Note that this rule is almost identical to the rule for substitution application from Section 2. This is only to be expected since, after all, we introduced closures with the intention to single-thread substitution applications. The two constructs, however, will have different operational meaning. The explicit substitution Θ e carries out the substitution Θ over the expression e, while the closure [Θ, e] suspends the substitution, until it is explicitly forced by the let dia rule, as would be formalized in the operational semantics of the calculus. The first provides non-destructive location update, while the second should be used when destructive update is desired. What is interesting is that both capabilities harmoniously coexist within the system.
The typing rule for dia is a judgmental coercion from closures to terms. When coerced into the category of terms, a closure is given the type of modal possibility ✸ C . The index support C of this type records the names that the substitution in the closure defines.
The construct let dia is an elimination form for closures because let dia e = x in f is intended to destruct the closure computed by e, and use its parts in to compute f . To give a more specific description of the typing rule for let dia e = x in f , we start with the observation that the term e is required to be of type ✸ D A. It is supposed to encode a closure consisting of a substitution Θ of type
. The role of let dia is to institute the substitution Θ as a new global store providing definitions for names in the support D, then evaluate e to a value, bind it to x and proceed with the evaluation of f . Following this semantics, we can allow f to be supported by D, because the new global store in which f is evaluated defines the names from D. We are also free to declare x as being of empty support in the typing of f , because x will always be bound to a value.
Example 7
We will use some further syntactic abbreviations as well: let val x = e in f is short for
and let name X:A in f is short for
Operationally, the let box rule could also be seen as a similar abbreviation, but it is usually consider primitive because of prooftheoretic reasons: it is required during proof search in order to preserve the subformula property of the calculus. In contrast, let val does not have any significance for proof search, and the same holds for let name. The typing rules for the two are easily derived as
Example 8 Assume that C and D are support sets. Then the following terms are well-typed of empty support.
The function f 1 simply eta-expands its argument x. It illustrates that strengthening at the index supports of ✸ types is derivable. This is not surprising, as it only involves forgetting some entries from the substitution part of the closure x. The rest of the terms generalize the characteristic axioms of a variant of S4 modal possibility introduced in [23] , which can be recovered if the involved supports are set to be empty. For example, the function f 2 is a coercion from terms into closures with empty substitution; notice that the range type is ✸A with empty index support. Coercions from A to ✸ C A with non-empty C are not generally available as they require providing definitions for each name in C. The function f 3 illustrates that it is only the last layer of ✸'s that matter; all the additional ones can be ignored. The function f 4 takes a function e 1 which needs names C in order to be generated, and a computation e 2 providing a term x and definitions for these names (and possibly some more, since its index support is D ⊇ C). Then the definitions provided by e 2 are plugged into e 1 to obtain the function u which is then applied to x to obtain the final result.
It is important to emphasize that the particular typing assigned to an explicit substitution in a closure will have a significant impact on its operational behavior. As explained in Section 2, explicit substitutions have polymorphic typing. For example, the identity substitution <> can have (among others) all of the following types
. But, when a substitution is viewed as global store, the specific type assigned to it determines which locations will be used in the rest of the program, and which locations are irrelevant and can therefore be deallocated and garbage-collected.
In that sense, the identity substitution with type [ ] ⇒ [ ] may be seen an empty store, while the identity substitution with the type [X] ⇒ [X] describes a store with a live location X which is filled according to the value of X from the previously active store. For simplicity, we do not consider here a type system and an operational semantics that would make use of this distinction, although it is an interesting future work. Rather, we consider that all the operations on substitutions never "forget" any assignments that the substitution may implicitly contain, depending on the support at which it is considered. When substitutions are viewed as global store, this means that our operational semantics does not prescribe deallocation and garbage-collection of store locations. In a realistic implementation, just as customary, these processes would be performed by a separately specified run-time system.
Example 9
We can use the new type and term constructors for nominal possibility to single-thread and sequence the example given at the beginning of the section.
fun f(y : int) : £ X int = box (X + y)
The resulting program is typed in the judgment for closures, and evaluates to [ (2, 2) ]. The substitution associated with the result is suppressed as it is equal to the identity. But, even more is true; this substitution can actually be typed as [ ] ⇒ [ ]. Indeed, the body (w, z) of the innermost let dia is name-free because it only depends on variables w and z which themselves bind (name free) values. The outcome of the program will, hence, be closed; we can type it in empty global store. In particular, the newly introduced location X could have been deallocated.
Operational semantics for state
In this section we develop a call-by-value operational semantics for the modal calculus with possibility. We ignore the closure constructors let box, let val and let name; for operational purposes, they can be viewed as syntactic abbreviations and will not influence the properties we explore here.
The first step is to extend the meta operation of substitution application to account for the new constructs.
Note that the substitution application is carried out only over the branch e, but not over the body f of a let dia construct. This is justified because f is evaluated under a substitution determined by e; any influence that Θ might have over f has to be via e.
The operational semantics is defined by means of two evaluation judgments: one for expressions and one for closures. We adopt a particular formulation of these judgments which emphasizes the relationship between the nominal possibility and global state. The expression evaluation judgment has the form Σ, e σ −→ Σ , e and reads: in a context of declared locations Σ and a store σ assigning values to these locations (and some locations may remain uninitialized), the term e steps into e and possibly introduces new locations Σ . The evaluation steps cannot change the store σ, as expressions can only read from the store but not write into it. This judgment is a straightforward extension of the evaluation judgment from Section 2.
The judgment for evaluating closures is the default judgment of the operational semantics, because it prescribes evaluation of stateful constructs. It has the form
where f steps into f , changing in the process the set of allocated locations from Σ into Σ and the global store from σ into σ . The evaluation strategy that we consider will evaluate under the constructor dia only if it is found in a let-branch of a let dia. This way, the changes to the global store prescribed under dia will take place only when they are single-threaded by a let dia. Note that this is not the only possible evaluation strategy, but it is the one that relates nominal possibility to global state and destructive update. Following this idea, we extend the categories of values, evaluation contexts and redexes from Section 2 as summarized below.
The two evaluation judgments require two primitive reduction relations. Primitive reductions for expressions are duplicates of the reductions from Section 3, except that now the reductions are considered in the context of a distinguished substitution σ serving as a global store. We also add a new rule for reducing names.
The primitive reductions for closures are defined as follows.
The first rule simply binds v to x if the substitution in the closure of v is the identity, and therefore does not prescribe any changes to the global store. The second rule is more complicated. Its meaning is to change the global store according to the closure substitution and continue evaluating in the new store. Thus, the substitution σ is moved out of the closure and composed with σ which is the current global store. As discussed before, the composition is performed so that no assignments in the result are omitted. The composition with σ will change some assignments in the global store, but no assignments will be lost.
The evaluation of expressions and closures are now defined as follows.
6 Structural properties and type soundness
In this section we establish the basic properties of our type system. We start with the admissibility of support weakening, as discussed in Section 2.
PROOF. By simultaneous induction on the three derivations. 
LEMMA 4 (EXPRESSION SUBSTITUTION PRINCIPLE
PROOF. By simultaneous induction on the three derivations.
. Then the following holds:
PROOF. By simultaneous induction on the structure of the derivations. The proof of the second statement is the most interesting, and we present it here. Given the substitutions Θ and Θ , we can always split the representation of Θ • Θ into two disjoint sets:
Regarding these sets, we could obtain the final result, if we show that
, and
Indeed, it is easy to establish by induction that the union of these sets, when viewed as a substitution, has the required typing. To establish (a), observe that from the typing of Θ it is clear that Θ 1 :
, then X is fixed by Θ . Thus, either X does not appear in the syntactic representation of Θ , or the syntactic representation of Θ contains a sequence of mappings
In the second case, X is the substituting term for X n , and thus X ∈ C. In the first case, X ∈ C by inductively appealing to the typing rules for substitutions until the empty substitution is reached. Either way, C 1 \ dom(Θ ) ⊆ C, and furthermore C 1 \ dom(Θ ) ⊆ C \ dom(Θ ). Now, appealing inductively to the typing rules for substitutions, we easily obtain that Σ; ∆ Θ 1 : 
LEMMA 6 (CANONICAL FORMS

Related work
Dynamic binding has been inadvertently introduced in the first versions of LISP, but then became a feature, rather than a bug, in the subsequent implementations and dialects. For example, a formalized proposal for dynamic binding in the untyped setting of LISP, can be found in [13] . For semantic treatment of dynamic binding we refer to [19] . Dynamic binding has been considered in typed calculi as well. An example is a calculus λN, developed in [4, 5] , for the purposes of explaining certain features of object-oriented programming. The λN-calculus is related to our system in that both use names, but in a slightly different way. The dynamic variables of λN are introduced as ordinary λ-bound variables, but are then indexed by names to distinguish the various values that can be assigned to them. This type system, however, does not prevent reading from uninitialized dynamic variables. Implicit parameters as introduced in [16] are similar to dynamic variables, with the restriction to be used only in a first-order way. Implicit parameters has been proposed in [10] as a convenient mechanism for representing global variables in a monadic language.
The dynamic allocation of memory cells and the typing annotations that we use in the presented calculus somewhat resemble the constructs in calculi with region-based memory management [27, 3, 28, 2] . The exact correspondence between the two remains future work.
Monadic type systems have been used to represent effects related to state, almost since the inception of monads for denotational semantics by Moggi [17, 18] . For example, Wadler in [29, 30, 31] , describes how monads can be used to model various effects, among which is state with destructive update. A thorough description of state and it's practical implementation in a monadic language, can be found in Launchbury and Peyton Jones' [14] .
The calculus of dynamic binding that we presented in this paper is a specific instantiation of a more general system of effects that we described in [21] . Both calculi use the natural deduction and proof-assignment for a variant of S4 modal logic, that are developed by Pfenning and Davies in [23] , and extend them with the notion of names. Pfenning and Davies in [23] and Kobayashi in
[12] present a decomposition of a monad in terms of modalities £ and ✸. Kobayashi further uses ✸ to model global state, but the possibility of using £ for marking state-related effects is not explored.
We have previously considered names in the necessitation fragment of S4 (but not in the possibility fragment), for purposes of meta-programming and higher-order syntax in [20] . The system described in that work is very similar to our calculus for dynamic binding from Section 2, with some important differences: (1) Dynamic binding allows a map with a type A → £ D A as shown in Example 4, which gives a coercion from values into computations; these are prohibited in meta-programming, (2) Dynamic binding only substitutes closed terms for names upon name-dereference, while meta-programming substitutes open terms for names in boxed expressions, (3) Functions and ν-abstractions in dynamic binding may only dereference names in suspended positions. In [20] , we did not consider nominal possibility for purposes of metaprogramming, but it should be possible to do so. We should also note that the developments in the current paper, as well as in [20] , were directly motivated by the work on Nominal Logic and FreshML by Pitts and Gabbay [9, 25, 24, 8] which introduces names as urelements of Fraenkel-Mostowski set theory. The necessitation fragment of S4, and the corresponding λ £ -calculus, but without names, have also been considered for purposes of staged computation [6, 33] , and run-time code-generation [15, 32] .
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we introduce a λ-calculus capable of modeling memory allocation, initialization, destructive and non-destructive update. It is based on the modal λ-calculus corresponding to the variant of intuitionistic modal logic S4, as developed by Pfenning and Davies in [23] . We extend this calculus with names, which are labels that can be dynamically introduced into the computation, and serve as theoretical abstraction for store locations. Store locations in this setup should be understood as chunks of memory of size that is appropriately determined by the type of the location.
In our calculus, the allocation of uninitialized memory is modeled by dynamic introduction of names. Non-destructive update is obtained using the necessitation fragment of the calculus, and destructive update is obtained with the possibility fragment.
Each term is associated by the type system with its support set; that is, the set of names that the term may dereference. The type system features two families of nominal modal types: £ C A, which classify suspended computation of type A which may dereference names from the set C, and ✸ C A which classify suspended computations of type A which assign values to the names in C.
Computations of type £ C A may only be executed in an environment in which the names from C are provided with definitions by means of some explicit substitution. Because substitutions have delimited scope, this fragment of the calculus implements non-destructive update, i.e. dynamic binding. When the substitutions are associated with the ✸ C A modal types, then their scope is not delimited, but extends till the end of the program. That way, substitutions model global store.
We should mention, however, that our calculus for state is probably not very practical, because the support annotations in types may be too verbose. Therefore, a significant future work will be to investigate type and support inference in the system (which may be similar to region and effect inference algorithms of [26, 2] ). In a previous work [20] , we have considered explicit support polymorphism as a way to make functions applicable to arguments with various support annotations. This line of work may continue with developing, for example, existential quantification over support sets, or even monadic abstraction in the style of [22, 1] . It would be interesting to see if these abstractions can be used to embed into our calculus the standard monad of state [30, 31, 14] where the typings of allocations, reads and writes are not indexed by names. We should also consider derived language constructs which could capture the patterns of use of the calculus, to provide appropriate levels of abstractions, relevant to the considered applications. All these mentioned research questions are also applicable to the general case of arbitrary effects, and not only to effects related to state.
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